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THE MISSING MEANING
I am finding it increasingly difficult to distinguish what
the common term “chef” literally stands for. 

It was originally universally agreed to acknowledge
the chef as the “chief” of a commercial kitchen, or in
some instances awarded by peers to a person in
recognition of their excellence in cookery skills. 

The role was easily identifiable by common job des -
criptions and comparable key performance indica-
tors. All chefs had comparable general duties and
similar key responsibilities underpinned by a com-
petency set of commercial cookery knowledge and
skills – and the position was known by the general
community as a respectable career path in society.

So what has replaced the meaning of “chef” and its
(unfortunately) copious contemporary derivatives?

Currently uneducated people appear to be embar-
rassed to call themselves a cook.

We presently do not have apprentice cooks,
because they are now only apprentice chefs or
apprentice “chiefs”.

Apart from the rare educated employer who uses the
term, the industry has lost the development stage
called “commis”, which was and is a critical period
in a cookery path and in my opinion the fundamental
reason why the commercial cookery industry will from
now to eternity encounter skill shortages.

The chef de partie has emerged as the contemporary
sous chef or the kitchen title claimed by amateurs or
staff just out of their apprenticeship.

The former genuine sous chef is now an executive
sous chef because they have a couple of apprentices
reporting to them.

We have “celebrity chefs” who have never managed
a kitchen, because it’s fashionable to be a celebrity
and opportune to combine the refined title of chef! 

The Black Hat
Chef George Hill gives his view 
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Check out FOODSERVICE GATEWAY for 
a fascinating interview with Aussie expat 
Damon Amos, Executive Chef at The 
Prime Society – Singapore’s only tradition-
al Aussie steakhouse!

Damon began his career with an apprentice-
ship under prominent Melbourne restaurateur
Robert Scheriani at Roberto’s in Melbourne
– named 1994’s best new restaurant of the
year in The Age’s Good Food Guide. Looking
to escape the cold, he then opted for a job

in the Whitsundays, finally ending up at Cha Cha Char steakhouse
in Brisbane, which won Restaurant & Catering’s ‘Best Steak
Restaurant in Australia’ award from 2004-2007. “Sometimes it felt
like I was on the grill 100 hours a day,” he recalls ruefully.

In September 2008 Damon flew to Singapore to do a stint as guest
chef at The Prime Society during the 2008 Singapore Grand Prix.
The owner then asked him to stay on as executive chef.

Aussies Abroad

F U L L  S T O R Y click A R T I C L E S
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Here we are in a
new year and you
can rely on
FOODSERVICE
REP to bring you
more interviews,

features and insights about the
world of Aussie and international
foodservice – not just in the
printed magazine but on the
FOODSERVICE GATEWAY
website.

Be sure to surf on over to the site
(www.foodservicegateway.com.au)
for our two latest FACE2FACE
video interviews with two of the
professionals featured in this 
issue: Rodney Scales of Twist
Café, and Jared Ingersoll who 
is featured in our cover story.

You’ll also have seen the special
bonus product sample attached
to our cover – enabling you to
try new CHUX Stainless Steel
Wipes at your business. 
For more information check out
the story on page 12.

Jared’s love affair with food started early.

“When I was about 12 years old I went with

my mum to an army base in New Zealand

and hung out in the mess kitchen – and I 

fell in love with the whole environment 

before I realised what it actually meant to

work in food.

“Then I started cooking at home – getting a

book, researching recipes and so on. I realised

food is a tangible thing, it’s sleek and smelly

and tactile, a wonderful thing you can touch

and feel and taste.

“So by the age of about 12½, I threw away

my desires to be a fireman and a standup

comedian and decided to become a chef.”

First chance he got, Jared was out of school

and into cooking. “I started in New Zealand,

then came to Australia in 1994 and started

work as Chef de Partie at the Bayswater

Brasserie in Sydney’s Kings Cross,” he recalls.

After four years there Jared spent time trav-

elling and working in Canada and America,

then moved to London where he worked

first at Mezzo, then did a year at The Square

before returning to Australia. “My wife is

Aus tralian, and there’s just so much going

on in Sydney – it’s a very dynamic restaurant

scene. I’ve also got a massive crush on Mel-

bourne, I’d love to work there too.”

Jared’s Danks Street Depot business was a

project that evolved more by chance than by

deliberation. He recalls, “The year before

we started, I had vowed never to set foot 

in another commercial kitchen ever again! 

I was well over it, just the intensity and pres-

sure of the business. But I kept on cooking at

home, and I gradually realised it really is my

thing – it’s what I’m really passionate about. 

“At the time I was working as a product 

development manager for a food business,

and I also started doing corporate catering

which kept me really busy. I was using the

pastry kitchen at Bayswater Brasserie when

the owner told me a friend of his was working

on developing some commercial space over

in Waterloo – which at the time was regarded

as an old industrial suburb, most people didn’t

know where it was!

“I went and looked at the space, which was a

derelict site with no floors, no walls, just rub-

ble – raw industrial space in an area that no

one had heard of, but it was only 12 minutes

from the CBD and on the way to the airport.

It was a potentially great location, and best
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Sydney’s champion
of sustainability
Foodservice Rep talks to Jared Ingersoll, founder 
of Danks Street Depot and outspoken advocate 
of sustainable and ethical eating.

FACE2FACE
ONLINE VIDEO
INTERVIEWS



of all I wouldn’t be stepping into someone

else’s kitchen, there was no hangover from

the past – a terrific opportunity to create

something that had never been done before.

“Of course everyone said don’t open up

there, you’re mad – but it just felt right.”

Danks Street Depot opened in 2002, one of

the first restaurants in an area now known

for its dining. An upmarket café and bar rather

than fully-fledged restaurant, it features a

menu which changes daily, exemplifying

Jared’s philosophy of serving the best available

produce. It’s also known for its adherence to

the principles of the Slow Food movement,

although Jared says “When we opened up, I

had never heard of the movement! Our

ethos was we would only sell the food that

was the best available on the day. 

“So we changed the menu daily and the food

showcased the skill of the cook, who was

going to turn whatever produce was avail-

able into a really nice, memorable meal. We

rolled along with this principle, and it wasn’t

until about our second year that we were

contacted by a rep from the Slow Food move-

ment and realised that we were acting in

accord with their principles. Once that was

clear, I knew this was something I wanted to

support because it embodied the ethos I’d

been working to all along.”

As Danks Street Depot’s reputation has

grown, the business has expanded to include

a second café at Sydney Airport, which

Jared describes as “a very different environ-

ment . . . very demanding. It requires a lot

more stability and structure so we haven’t

been able to change the menu daily as we do

at Waterloo. We’re now starting to get more

flexibility at the airport, it has been a steep

learning curve.”

Jared’s latest venture is Cotton Duck, which

had been open for just seven weeks at the

time of this interview. Again, it is a different

beast to Danks Street Depot. 

“Cotton Duck has its own focus – it’s mainly

dinner, only open for lunch on Tuesday

through Friday, and with three times as many

chefs in the kitchen as Danks Street Depot,

“In practical terms, it

means we buy locally from

people who produce or

farm or manufacture with

respect for the environ-

ment and the integrity of

the product itself.”

Asked how he chooses

these producers, Jared

says there are “all sorts

of mechanisms for

identifying sustainable

products or farmers who use sus-

tainable practices. But the best way is simply

to talk to the supplier. If you talk to the person

who’s produced the food, you get a sense of

what they’re doing and why – their passion

comes through. This is something you can’t

find on a label – but that passion is the thing

that won’t let you down. 

“The reason we source local produce is not

just because of seasonality – though it does

encompass that – but also because you can

pick up the phone and be in direct commu-

nication with the supplier. With my egg sup-

plier, I can tell what’s happening on her farm

by the quality of her eggs. You can see the

changes over the course of the year. You can

only really get to that level by communicating

with the farmer.

“The beautiful thing about our modern

world is it’s easier than ever to have that dia-

logue with people – we have SMS, Facebook,

Twitter. The farmers are champing at the 

bit to tell you what’s going on. They are the

unsung heroes of the food industry – the ones

but cooking for a lot less

customers. There’s a greater element of refine-

ment and execution per plate, the meals are

more involved. It’s a great restaurant with

plenty of space, and our focus is to make

sure people have a very relaxed time.”

In all his businesses, Jared is known for show-

casing “sustainability principles” – an oft-used

term which we asked him to define.

“A sustainable system is one which is self-

perpetuating, which continues to go on with-

out running down,” he answers. “When we

talk about this in relation to food, it can be a

bit of an oversimplification to say it’s all

about organic produce - it‘s really a multi-

faceted thing. But although it’s complex to

articulate, it’s incredibly simple to show people

sustainable food. We held a sustainability

symposium at Danks Street Depot and invited

urban planners, journalists, chefs, politicians,

representatives from Food Standards Aus-

tralia and New Zealand – all talking about

issues around sustainability.

actually growing and producing the food.

That’s such a skill, and an underrated one.”

Jared adds that many higher-end restaurants

are now embracing sustainability principles –

“They do it because they have the enthusiasm

and desire to get hold of the very best food. But

the biggest change in the food industry is not

going to come from the high-end restaurants

and little cafes – the big push will come from

your function centres, event catering people.

When we do a function at Danks Street Depot,

no one needs a menu – they know they’re

getting a certain number of courses and some

of the ingredients, but then they leave the

rest to us. This is the way of the future.

“The public needs to let cooks cook – people

need to be prepared to go to a restaurant, sit

down and have a really lovely meal. They

may not be able to order the same meal next

time, but every time they’ll get a delicious

plate of food. Our job as cooks and servers

is to make sure that our customers always

get the best we can provide them with. 

“In other words, there’s currently too much

emphasis on standardisation. Food is not

produced that way in nature – every single

cow is different, just to use one example. In

a utopian world, the customers will sit back

and let the cooks produce the best food.” ❖
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“The public needs to let cooks cook –
people need to be prepared to go 
to a restaurant, sit down and have 
a really lovely meal. They may not 
be able to order the same meal next
time, but every time they’ll get a
delicious plate of food.” 

FACE2FACEVIDEO
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Why Rodney Scales
serves McCain! 
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Rodney Scales has been cooking professionally

for some two decades and over that time has

earnt himself a reputation as something of a

seafood specialist. 

Starting out as an apprentice at Adones Seafood

Restaurant in Epping, NSW, Rodney has since

worked at Tracey’s Upper Deck on the NSW 

Central Coast, during which time it won several

Restaurant & Catering awards for best seafood;

as Head Chef at Newcastle’s historic Paymasters

Restaurant, renowned for the quality of its seafood;

and at Mangrove Jack’s Seafood Restaurant in

Wickham, NSW.

For the past five months Rodney has been Head Chef at Twist Café,

a scenic waterfront restaurant which serves fresh modern Australian

food catering for a wide range of palates. Once again, seafood is

prominent on the menu – accompanied in many cases by a hearty

serve of hot potato fries.

“We don’t serve fries with all the dishes, but there’s always a big demand

for them from customers,” Rodney confirms. “It goes back to the inven -

tion of fish and chips – people just love fries with their seafood.”

At Twist, Rodney and his team strive to keep everything tasty and

fresh, with a focus on serving high quality seafood. So it’s no surprise

that they’re similarly choosy about what fries they serve.

“We use McCain A grade 10mm fast fries,” Rodney says, “and we’re

planning to introduce McCain Beer Battered 10mm fries too. The

quality of McCain fries is just superb – I emphasise flavour and quality

at all times and only McCain A grade fries fit the bill. You can always

trust McCain to deliver a great product – in fact when I was recently

asked to try their finger food I didn’t even need samples, I trusted the

brand and knew the product would be great and sure enough, it was.”

Rodney adds that unlike some other brands, McCain A grade fries

won’t go soggy after a serving, which his customers also appreciate. 

In contrast, B grade fries are shorter, break more easily and contain

less potato solids, so they don’t absorb oil as readily, becoming soggy

over time.

While B grade fries might cost 10 per cent less, you’ll probably get

20 per cent less cost-effectiveness from them compared to A grade.

So in the long run, it makes more sense to use A grade – they’re a

more economical choice and your customers will be happier with the

higher quality too!

As a dedicated McCain A grade fries end-user, Rodney has also regis-

tered with the My McCain Advantage Fries Rewards Program, and

he encourages all operators who use McCain fries to do likewise.

“We haven’t redeemed any points yet, but even for small restaurants

and cafes, it’s definitely something they should get into,” Rodney

says. “It’s not just for the big boys – you shouldn’t get intimidated

that you’ll never get enough

points, because they accumulate so quickly. It’s just a matter of time

and there’s a great variety of rewards on offer! 

“I think it’s a terrific idea that McCain’s had – it’s fabulous for us 

to be able to buy a great, consistent quality product like McCain 

A grade fries and to be rewarded for that choice, it’s like a fan-

tastic bonus!” ❖

BENEFIT FROM MY McCAIN FRIES ADVANTAGE
PROGRAM IN 3 EASY STEPS:
1. Register online at 

mymccainfriesadvantage.com.au
2. Collect your rewards tokens from each carton
3. When you’ve collected 50 to 100 tokens, print off the submission

form from the website and send them in to redeem your points for
great prizes.

M O R E  I N F O click O F F E R S
foodservicegateway.com.au
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FOUNTAIN® smartPOUR™

makes sauce dispensing
and decanting a breeze!
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Heralding a “smart revolu-

tion” in sauce bottle design,

new FOUNTAIN® smart-

POUR™ from Cerebos

Food Service is an innova-

tive 4 litre bottle developed

to provide the best sauce

decanting and dispensing solution for foodservice professionals.

FOUNTAIN® smartPOUR™ is smart up top, smart in the middle

and smart all the way to the bottom – with four key design benefits

to improve ease of use:

1. The new anti-glug design minimises the “glugging effect” that

makes it difficult to decant sauce from a 4 litre bottle into a 

smaller bottle or serving container. Ordinarily, the ingress of 

air while you’re pouring out sauce causes the bottle to contract

and expand like a bellows – but with smartPOUR™, a built-in

venting tube allows air to easily enter the bottle while you’re

pouring the sauce. 

2. A reduced surface area base to prevent sauce wastage. Typically

when you’re using a 4 litre sauce bottle in a decanting station

with pump on top, there’s still around 300 mL of sauce left sitting

in the bottom of the bottle when the pump stops pumping. The

smartPOUR™ design with scalloped base allows you to pump

out up to 25 per cent more of this residual sauce, thus reducing

the problem.

3. An offset bottle neck to aid decanting and minimise sauce after-

drip. The closer you can get the neck opening of the sauce bottle

to the vessel into which you’re decanting, the easier it is to 

transfer the sauce. The smartPOUR™ offset neck allows you to

get much closer.

4. Two ergonomically designed handles to make the bottle easier

to carry and hold while dispensing/decanting. The smartPOUR™

side handle is lower than a standard sauce bottle to allow a better

grip that’s more towards the bottle’s centre of gravity, providing

superior balance. The new top handle enables you to easily carry

the smartPOUR™ bottle without risk of spillage.

A fantastic selection of 13 FOUNTAIN® Sauces is now available

in the new FOUNTAIN® smartPOUR™ 4 litre bottle, includ-

ing three new flavours and one reformulated flavour: Sweet

Chilli; Tomato (No Added Salt) – Heart Foundation endorsed;

Smokey BBQ; and Chilli (Halal certified) – ideal for kebabs!

These join the existing flavours now available in FOUNTAIN®

smartPOUR™: Tomato (now thicker thanks to a new recipe),

Caterers’ Tomato, Barbecue, Worcestershire, Teriyaki, Mint,

Mustard and Soy sauce. All except Teriyaki are gluten free so you

can serve them with confidence even to those customers with

gluten intolerance.

“FOUNTAIN® smartPOUR™ is a packaging innovation which

offers you better value,” points out Cerebos Food Service National

Brands Manager Emil Haddad. “We’ve made a significant invest-

ment in research and development to combat the wastage of

product, time and labour faced by foodservice professionals 

in using traditional sauce

bottles and smartPOUR™

is the result.

“Cerebos Food Service is all

about offering the best solu-

tion for foodservice decision

makers. smartPOUR™ is

the latest example of our

ongoing commitment to

providing products that

meet end-user and professional requirements, like our pioneering

work in offering gluten free gravies, spice pastes and sauces.”

The gluten free FOUNTAIN® smartPOUR™ sauces are endorsed

by the Coeliac Society of Australia with its logo prominently dis-

played on the packaging.

“FOUNTAIN® smartPOUR™ now offers an extensive range of

sauces for all types of meat, covering all customer needs across

the full spectrum of the market – from high-volume catering and

back of house in a five star hotel through to cafés, bistros and

takeaways,” Emil says.

“FOUNTAIN® stands for flavour and the new varieties we’ve 

introduced all feature fantastic flavour and quality gluten 

free formulations.”

Emil emphasises this is only the first stage of the FOUNTAIN®

smartPOUR™ initiative – expect announcements of more great

news from FOUNTAIN® and smartPOUR™ soon! ❖
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“FOUNTAIN® smartPOUR™

combines innovative
packaging with gluten

free convenience.”
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The long-established, highly regarded Novotel Sydney Manly Pacific

boasts views of one of Sydney’s most popular tourist beaches and

therefore attracts a steady stream of tourists all year round.

It’s also a popular event and conference

destination, so it’s not surprising that room service is offered 24/7 and

the hotel’s Zai’s Restaurant is constantly busy throughout the day,

from buffet breakfast through to lunch and a la carte dinner.

No wonder that Sous Chef Michelle Ji is always on the lookout 

for time-saving products that offer quality comparable to from-

scratch preparation.

“Sometimes we get a great many guests coming through at once, 

so we rely on products that are quick to prepare and serve, that can

be made as you need them, and that don’t compromise on quality,”

she says.

For the past three months, Michelle has been using new Maggi 

Premium Hollandaise Sauce Paste Mix, at the suggestion of her 

Head Chef.

She serves Maggi Hollandaise over Eggs Benedict at breakfast, and

also uses it to adorn fish on the restaurant’s lunch menu.

“Making hollandaise from scratch is a very time-consuming process,”

Michelle points out. “You have to whisk the eggs, clarify the butter

and reduce – it all takes a long time. But Maggi Premium Hollandaise

Sauce Paste Mix is so simple – all you do is add hot water and mix.”

Ready in just two minutes, Maggi Premium Hollandaise Sauce Paste

Mix is made with real butter and eggs to ensure an authentic texture

and flavour profile that’s superior to the

other ready-made hollandaise products on

the market.

“The consistency is excellent, it’s very

smooth,” Michelle says, “and it maintains

its condition very well for a long time – it will

keep in the bain marie for up to four hours.”

As hollandaise sauce is primarily served at

breakfast – a very busy time for Novotel Sydney

Manly Pacific’s staff – Michelle regards it as a

terrific time-saver.

“It’s just so easy and it’s very quick, and we can

make just the right amount we need, as we need

it – so there’s never any wastage,” she explains.

The yield is impressive too – each 1.4kg tub of

Maggi Premium Hollandaise Sauce Paste Mix

delivers 5.4 litres of sauce, around 216 serves.

“It’s just ideal for bulk use, and when you have to

cater for large numbers of guests,” Michelle says.

“And best of all, there’s no quality compromise.” 

Maggi Premium Hollandaise Sauce Paste Mix is

shelf stable for 12 months and can be stored with

dry goods, saving you valuable refrigeration

space. It complements a variety of foods including

eggs, asparagus, beef, chicken and seafood (espe-

cially salmon) and can be served at any time of day.

You can even add ingredients and flavours of your own choosing,

such as lemon juice, vinegar and herbs, to create a signature sauce.

And because it’s ready-made, you save preparation time, staff labour

and reduce the food safety risks and other concerns associated with

from-scratch preparation, such as overcooking or splitting the sauce.

So try Maggi Premium Hollandaise Sauce Paste Mix today – you’ll

find it’s a great cost-effective alternative. ❖

Premium quality hollandaise sauce
without the hassle of preparation

MORE INFO click PRODUCTS
foodservicegateway.com.au
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Executive Chef Jeff Turnbull has had a busy few years – overseeing

operations such as the stylish Aqua Restaurant at North Sydney

Olympic Pool and the Ripples cafés at Chowder Bay, Milsons Point

and Whale Beach.

Now Jeff’s added yet another string to his bow, as owner and 

Executive Chef of High St Bistro in leafy Willoughby on Sydney’s

north shore.

“My wife and I live just a few streets away and over the years we’ve

been popping in to the Bistro for coffee – so when she phoned to tell

me the business was for sale, I could see the potential immediately,” is

how Jeff explains his decision to buy the bistro.

“We both love the area, it’s got a fantastic community feel and the

previous owners had built up a good rapport with customers so there

was strong support for the business. So it

was an easy decision to buy and we then

started thinking about what we wanted to

do with it.”

Under Jeff’s management, High St Bistro

is open seven days for lunch and dinner

with breakfasts on weekends. He de-

scribes the new menu as “contemporary

bistro food with a French influence – we’ve got more seafood, lighter-

style meals, a few more salads and healthy options on the menu.

We’ve only been open for a fortnight so far so we’ve been really busy

getting everything together!”

The venue seats 70 and is BYO and licensed, with mains at around

$30 and entrees starting at about $15-$16.

Jeff and his team decided to keep the existing tables and chairs but

gave the interior a makeover – “we’ve put on a fresh coat of paint and

gone from yellow brass and lights to downlights, cloth-covered lights

in the walls, and stained the wood dark black. It’s changed the ambi-

ence to a bit more modern – soft white and black and chrome, a bit

more sleek and clean. There’s a cheery bistro feel, a bit of a buzz,

which is the sort of mood we wanted.”

The bistro’s new décor has given Jeff an ideal opportunity to try the

new CHUX Stainless Steel Wipes, which have been developed to keep

the stainless steel surfaces found in modern commercial decor free of

smears, smudges, fingerprints and dust.

These new wipes remove

grease from stainless steel surfaces while adding a protective coating

to prevent markings.

“I’m already a dedicated user of other Clorox Commercial products

such as CHUX Superwipes and GLAD Bake, so my Clorox rep knew

I’d be interested in the new CHUX Stainless Steel Wipes and dropped

in a pack for me to try,” Jeff explains. “We had been using a protective

spray on the stainless steel, but that’s much more costly. 

“The CHUX Stainless Steel Wipes have already proven their worth.

They give great results – the steel comes up shiny, polishes easily. We have

an open kitchen here, customers can see us working and the food be-

ing plated up, so it’s very important that all the

surfaces look pristine. There’s also a lot of stain-

less steel in the bar area and we have a big stain-

less steel drinks fridge – these new CHUX Wipes

give all the surfaces a fabulous gleam. It only

takes about a minute to do a couple of panels.”

New CHUX Stainless Steel Wipes have been de-

veloped to be easy to use: just ensure the stain-

less steel surface is dry before wiping with the grain until clean. Any

surface residue can be wiped away with a CHUX Superwipe.

CHUX Stainless Steel Wipes have a non-toxic formulation to ensure

they’re kind to hands. They’re soft and gentle so they won’t scratch or

mark – leaving a fantastic shine and streak-free finish – and they

come with a 100 per cent satisfaction guarantee.

CHUX Stainless Steel Wipes are available from foodservice and hos-

pitality distributors, and you’ll find a free sample included with this

issue – so try them today! ❖

Jeff’s new business set
to be a shining success!
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Here’s a terrific new product range to add to

your ‘must-have’ list – the Spice Kitchen selec-

tion of economically-priced herbs and spices,

specifically developed for the foodservice sec-

tor by McCormick Foods, the world’s largest

herb and spice producer.

We all know that quality herbs and spices,

both fresh and dried, are essential ingredi-

ents in the modern commercial kitchen. 

In fact dried herbs and spices are often prefer-

able to fresh for many dishes – the intensifi-

cation of flavour which occurs during the

drying process can add more depth and

flavour layering.

The new, competitively priced Spice Kitchen

range complements the premium McCormick

branded spice selection and both are backed

up by McCormick’s commitment to quality

and passion for flavour.

The range includes Paprika (900g), Chilli

Flakes (600g), Ground Black Pepper (900g),

Basil (280g) and Ground Cumin (900g).

“The new Spice Kitchen range was developed

after we got a group of about 20 chefs to-

gether for market research,” says McCormick

Foods Consultant Chef Caroline Westmore.

“We found that packaging was very impor-

tant – chefs want a soft, resealable bag be-

cause spices will go stale if they aren’t kept

properly sealed or if they’re spilt in the

kitchen, as can happen if they’re bought in a

non-resealable plastic pack and need to be

transferred to a canister or bottle.”

Caroline says the Spice Kitchen range is de-

signed to bring good quality, value-priced

herbs and spices to the foodservice kitchen

in packaging which meets professional needs. 

“People want to be able to see the herbs and

spices – in other words, the packaging needs

to be transparent. And it’s especially impor-

tant for judging quality – you want to see the

spice is pure leaf or seed, not with a lot of

dust filling up in the bottom of the package,

which is often the case with cheap spices.

For example, our oregano is 100 per cent

leaf but some less reputable brands might

use oregano twigs or bits of bark – it’s all

still 100 per cent oregano so it can be labelled

as such, but it won’t give you the same quality

because the real flavour is concentrated in

the leaf.”

Caroline also explains that if spices are

poorly milled or too old, the leaf will even-

tually break down into a fine powder, which

you can see at the bottom of the container.

“A lot of inferior blends have this, along

with high flour content or high salt content.

By looking at the spices and what settles at

the bottom, you can often distinguish good

versus poor quality.”

Another important element of the packaging

is its resealability. Caroline points out: “People

don’t want to just buy a bag and have to tip

it into another container. So this is a ‘Glad

bag’ style pack with a zip lock – peel off the

top to open, then you can zipseal it to keep the

freshness. The bag itself is made of thick film –

it’s very strong, compared to other foodservice

spice packs which are not particularly service-

able in the kitchen. It’s a durable bag which

you can stack on the shelf.” ❖

Quality spices for the
commercial kitchen

E X T E N D E D  S T O R Y
click A R T I C L E S
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“The Ingham range enables you to minimise

preparation time while maintaining effective

portion control.”

All Ingham chicken finger food products 

are made from 100 per cent Australian

chicken and are ideal for any occasion, all

year round.

The latest additions to the range are Pop

‘Em Chicken and Tempura Breast Goujons.

A breakthrough product developed using

the latest technological innovations, Ingham

Pop ‘Em Chicken is made from whole mus-

cle chicken leg and thigh meat, not formed

meat, to ensure a superior mouthfeel. Avail-

able in 1kg bags for storage convenience and

easy dispensing, it cooks from frozen in un-

der three minutes.

Ingham Tempura Breast Goujons are made

with 100 per cent Australian chicken breast,

encased in a light tempura coating, and 

are ideal served on their own or with a dip-

ping sauce.

Other popular products in the range include

Breast Medallions, Nuggets, Tenders and

Chicken Munchies.

All Ingham chicken finger food is great value

for money and ideal for function or venue

catering and in pubs and clubs, bistros,

cafés, hotels and canteens – you’ll find it

everywhere that finger food is served! ❖

M O R E  I N F O
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Ingham finger food is the ideal
choice for summer functions
Summer’s here again, and the smart foodservice professionals are taking
advantage of the warmer weather with al fresco functions and events.

The Professionals Choice

FOODSERVICE

There’s no better choice for function and

event catering than the great flavour and

trusted quality of chicken finger food from

Ingham, Australia’s premier poultry prod-

ucts supplier.

Chicken finger food is the ideal accompani-

ment to all summer functions. It’s made to the

high standards you expect of Ingham, always

presents attractively, tastes terrific and can

be prepared with minimal time and hassle.

And Ingham chicken finger food is versatile
enough to serve on its own or with a variety
of dipping sauces.

“When you want finger food that’s simple to
cook and serve, presents well and tastes as
good as it looks, nothing beats the extensive
Ingham range,” says Ingham Foodservice
Group Product Manager Karla Oliveri.




